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Written and Edited Works:

ALEXANDRO, GINA (Undergraduate, Department of Mathematics and Computer Science)
See entry under Robert M. Siegfried.

AXELROD, REGINA (Professor, Department of Political Science)

BANDYOPADHYAY, ADITI (Associate Professor, University Libraries)

BATTAGLIA, DANA (Assistant Professor, Department of Communication Sciences and Disorders)
BORNESTEIN, ROBERT F. (Professor, Derner Institute of Advanced Psychological Studies)


**CHIN, JEAN LAU** (Professor, Derner Institute of Advanced Psychological Studies)


**COHN, ELIZABETH** (Executive Director, Center for Health Innovation)


**CURTIS, REBECCA COLEMAN** (Professor, Derner School of Psychology)


http://psycnet.apa.org/doi/10.1037/a0040282


DARLING, MARSHA J. TYSON (Professor, Department of History and the Center for African, Black and Caribbean Studies)


DONOHUE-PORTER, PATRICIA (Associate Professor, College of Nursing and Public Health)


DOOLITTLE, SARAH (Professor, Department of Exercise Science, Health Studies, Physical Education and Sport Management)

See entry under Mercier.

FENSTER, JUDY (Professor, Social Work)


FIORI, KATHERINE (Associate Professor, Derner Institute of Advanced Psychological Studies)


**FOELLMER, MATTHIAS** (Associate Professor, Department of Biology)


**FORBES, MARYANN O.** (Associate Professor, College of Nursing and Public Health)

See entry for Donohue-Porter.
FRANCOEUR, RICHARD B. (Associate Professor, School of Social Work)


FREEMAN, AAREN (Associate Professor, Department of Biology)


GARDSTEIN, ELAYNE (Senior Adjunct Professor, University Archives and Special Collections)


GEDDES, LOUISE (Associate Professor, Department of English)


GLOCK, GIANNA (Undergraduate, Derner School of Psychology)

See entry under Curtis.

GOTTSCHALK, KURT (Copywriter, Office of University Communications)

**HILSENROTH, MARK** (Professor, Derner School of Psychology)

See entry under Curtis and Fiori.

**HOLT, ANN** (Adjunct Professor, Department of Art and Art History)


**HORNUNG, DAVID** (Professor, Department of Art and Art History)


**JOFEN-MILLER, SARAH** (Doctoral student, Derner Institute of Advanced Psychological Studies)

See entry under Fiori.

**LAATIKAINEN, KATIE VERLIN** (Professor, Department of Political Science)


**LIU, FAN** (Assistant Professor, Department of Decision Sciences and Marketing)


**MAGUIRE, CINDY** (Associate Professor and Acting Associate Dean, Department of Art and Art History)

MERCIER, KEVIN (Associate Professor, Department of Exercise Science, Health Studies, Physical Education and Sport Management)


NATOLI, ADAM P. (Doctoral Student, Derner Institute of Advanced Psychological Studies)

See entry under Bornstein.

NEWLIN, GEORGIA (Associate Professor and Chair, Department of Music)


PERSICO, LORI (Assistant Director of Clinical Education Simulation Lab, College of Nursing and Public Health)


PETERS, ANDREW J. (Adjunct Professor, Department of Social Work)


RENNE, BRITTANY (Doctoral student, Department of Communication Sciences & Disorders)

See entry under Serpanos.

ROLLER, MAUREEN C. (Clinical Associate Professor, College of Nursing and Public Health)


**ROSENBERG, DANIEL** (Senior Lecturer and Director, Department of General Studies)


**SERPANOS, YULA C.** (Professor, Department of Communication Sciences & Disorders)


**SIEGFRIED, JASON** (Undergraduate, Department of Mathematics and Computer Science)

See entry under Robert M. Siegfried.

**SIEGFRIED, ROBERT M.** (Professor, Department of Mathematics and Computer Science)


**SKORIN-KAPOV, DARKO** (Professor, Department of Decision Sciences and Marketing)


**STIEGLITZ, SALLY** (Digital Learning & Instruction Librarian, University Libraries)

Higgins, Molly, Jennifer A. DeVito, Sally Stieglitz, Robert Tolliver and Clara Y. Tran. “Better Together: An Examination of Collaborative Publishing between Librarians and STEM


**STOCKMAN, BRIAN J.** (Associate Professor and Chair, Department of Chemistry)


**THALER, PAUL** (Professor, Department of Communications)


**VERMA, RITA** (Associate Professor, Ruth S. Ammon School of Education)


**WANG, SHAOHUI** (Lecturer, Department of Mathematics & Computer Science)

Gao, Wei, Muhammad Kamran Jamil, Aisha Javed, Mohammad Reza Farahani, Shaohui Wang and Jia-Bao Liu. “Sharp Bounds of the Hyper-Zagreb Index on Acyclic, Unicyclic, and


WEIDA, COURTNEY LEE (Associate Professor, Department of Art and Art History)


WEISSER, SUSAN (Professor, Department of English)
Weisser, Susan. “Feminist Researcher Wishes to Meet Romantic Subject: The ‘Case’ of Mrs. F.”


**WHITE, JANE H.** (Vera E. Bender Professor of Nursing and Associate Dean for Research, College of Nursing and Public Health)

See entry for Donohue-Porter.

**WHITLEY, MEREDITH** (Assistant Professor, Department of Exercise Science, Health Studies, Physical Education & Sport Management)


ZORI, SUSAN (Clinical Assistant Professor, College Of Nursing and Public Health)


**Media**

LAVIN, KATHLEEN (Administrative Assistant, School of Social Work, Manhattan Center)


WETHERILL, LINDA M. (Adjunct Faculty, Department of Music)

Wetherill, Linda M. *Song into Silence*. Bronxville, NY: Dreamflower, 2016. CD.

**Works of Art**

AGELARAKIS, ARGIE (Adjunct Professor, Department of Anthropology)


DONOVAN, WILLIAM (Adjunct Professor, Department of Art and Art History)


FLASHNER, DALE (Director of Graphic Design Studio, Production Studio)


FOX, CARSON (Associate Professor, Department of Art and Art History)


GROGAN, GEOFF (Associate Professor and Chair, Department of Art and Art History)


HENNER, JEANNE (Traffic Coordinator, Office of University Communications)


HOLT, ANN (Adjunct Professor, Department of Art and Art History)


KOELHLER, PAMELA (Adjunct Professor, Department of Art and Art History)


MCKAY, ROSEMARY (Adjunct Professor, Ruth S. Ammon School of Education)


MONAGHAN, KELLYANN P. (Associate Professor, Department of Art and Art History)


---. Flooded House and Clothes Line. 2017. Oil on panel.

SAUCEDO, CHRISTOPHER (Associate Professor, Department of Art and Art History)


WEIDA, COURTNEY LEE (Associate Professor, Department of Art and Art History)


This bibliography was prepared by David A. Ranzan, Associate Professor, University Archives and Special Collections.